Ben sat for his ordination council on April
29th… and passed! It was an honor to have
several missionaries and church planters
evaluate Ben’s life, doctrine, and philosophy
of ministry. They found them consistent with
the Bible and the Biblical qualifications for
pastors. We
look forward to
his ordination
on June 20th –
coincidentally
his first
Father’s Day!

May, 2021

In our last prayer letter we excitedly announced an
evangelistic mission trip to the DeafNation World
Expo in Las Vegas, NV this coming July. The leaders of
this international, secular event have decided to
postpone it to 2022, due to the current complications of
international travel with COVID. Since we hope to be in
Romania by next Summer, it looks like we will not be
attending personally. However, progress continues on
the Animated Gospel Video presentation to
distribute for Deaf evangelism. Thank you so much for
giving toward this exciting project!
Did you know?
Over $3,000 has been
nd
designated toward this
Cluj-Napoca, Romania’s 2 -largest city,
unique Deaf ministry
has 2 trade schools for the Deaf, and the
tool since our March
country’s highest Deaf population.
prayer letter.

Thanks to a few churches
taking us on, and others
increasing their monthly
support, we are now
promised 60% of our
monthly financial goal!
A special thank you to several
supporting churches and
individuals who have sent
additional financial gifts over the
last few weeks.
We‘ve presented in
churches in NC, VA, MD, WV,
PA, and TN since our March
prayer letter. Please continue
to pray for safety on the road
and wisdom with where and
when to schedule meetings.
About a month after baby’s
arrival we’re planning to head
out to the South West for
several meetings this summer.

Marie’s pregnancy is past 36 weeks,
so we are awaiting the arrival of our baby
girl at any time! Thank you for your
prayers for health and safety; Marie is
doing well, and sonograms show the
baby is developing normally. It’s been
humbling to watch God provide
Recent baby shower at
our sending church.
abundantly for everything we need for
baby’s arrival over the last few months (though one can
never have too many diapers!). Please pray for a safe
delivery, and keep an eye out for a baby announcement!

